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Abstract 
The large population asymptotics of a spatial epidemic model is studied through the 
representation of the process as a projection of a higher dimensional Poisson processes. The 
density process (I,(t)) of infected individuals at time t converges to a deterministic process (I(t)). 
Moreover, there exists a Gaussian process V such that &(I. - I) converges to I/ in the sense 
of Schwarz distributions. The process I,,(t) can be used to model focus expansion experiments in 
phytopathology. 
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1. Introduction 
Kurtz (1981, 1983) studied Gaussian approximations for the non-spatial epidemic 
model, through the representation of such processes as multiparameter time changes. 
Solomon (1987) generalized the result above to age dependent processes. The object of 
this work is to obtain similar results for spatial epidemic models when the size of the 
population is “large”. 
Consider a population of individuals located at the points of a i-homogeneous 
Poisson process on a compact set K c Rd. We shall consider the so-called S-I-R 
models, where the individuals in this population can be of three types: susceptible, 
infective and removed. Assume: 
(i) at time t, the intensity function CI that a susceptible individual in the population 
at site y becomes infective depends on the position y and the location of all infective 
individuals (who have the disease and can communicate it to a susceptible individual); 
(ii) the lengths of the infectious period for newly infective individuals are indepen- 
dent v-distributed random variables (v is a probability measure); 
(iii) removed individuals who have had the disease cannot contract it again (immu- 
nization or death); 
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(iv) For simplicity, assume that the initially infected individuals have just become 
infected at time zero and hence the times at which they are removed are independent, 
v-distributed random variables. 
We can think of the infection process as a birth and death process with variable 
birth rate and constant death rate, so that it can be constructed through the projection 
method, described by Garcia (1994). Let N, be a sequence of Poisson processes 
indexed by n with mean measure nr] = hmd x e x v (m” is a Lebesgue measure on [Wd, 
e is the exponential distribution) and let Z.(t) be the density process of infected 
individuals. Consider the following system: 
4x, t) = s ’ 4x, M$)ds, dx, 0) =.h(x), 0 
~.~t~={(~,u,z);~~K,O~u~~z,(x,t),z~t-z,’(x,u)}, (1.1) 
I,(4 B) = WMW-n~t~n~ x CO, a) x CO, co)), 
where (r,( ., t), t) is a stopping time with respect to {pcr,t,}, pc;(/,l) is a a-algebra 
generated by the locations of all the points, the y-coordinates up to f(. , t) and 
z-coordinates up to t -f-l(‘) .), with f- ‘(x, U) = inf{s; f(x, s) > u} , and f. is such 
that the distribution of the locations of the individuals initially infected is given by 
Z,(O), Z,(t) being viewed as a measure-valued process. 
Interpretation: Each point (x, U, z) of N corresponds to an “individual” who is 
located at x, infected at time ti satisfying u = z,,(x, ti), and removed at time 
t2 satisfying z = t2 - z[ ‘(x, u). 
A practical application of the model described above is the focus expansion 
experiment used by phytopathologists to study the spread of a disease. For high 
density plantations (for example, beans or wheat) a plant is infected at the origin and 
the spread of the disease from the focus is observed. The steepness of gradients of 
disease incidence are of interest. For example, if the disease incidence Y(s) is the 
number of infected plants in a disk of radius s, the quantity under study is dY(s)/ds. 
There are several focus expansion experiments satisfying all the conditions of the 
density model described by (1.1). Van den Bosch et al. (1988a) describe a set of 
assumptions for their model that can be simplified in ours. Although they assume that 
for a large population size a deterministic approximation can be used, this was just 
a conjecture. 
Let J%! be the set of Radon measures on [Wd and identify the process I, described 
above as an d-valued process with sample paths in QNIO, co); Z,(t, B) is a jump 
process with jumps only when a birth or a death occurs. In Section 2, using 
a generalization of the GlivenkooCantelli theorem (Stute, 1976) we obtain a deter- 
ministic process Z(t) such that I, + Z in the Skorohod topology of Q,([O, cc)). This 
implies that if the population size is large, a deterministic model can be used. In 
Section 3, denoting V, = &(I, - I) we obtain a process I/ such that V, converges to 
k’ in the sense of Schwarz distributions. Although the proof uses convergence results 
for predictable sets as in Kurtz (1983) the results obtained are entirely different. In 
Section 4, inference problems for the focus expansion are studied, and consistent and 
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asymptotically normally distributed estimators for the steepness of the gradient are 
proposed. 
2. Law of large numbers 
Theorem 2.1 (Law of large numbers). Let a : K x A + R+ be a non-negative Bore1 
function with a(x, p) < M+(K) and &(x, p)/ax < M+(K) for all x E Rd and u E A!. 
Then, if we consider I,,(t) as a A-valued process with values in the Skorohod space 
Qti( [0, co )), there exists a deterministic process I(t) satisfying 
z(x, t) = 
s 
t 4x, I(s))ds, T(X, 0) =fo(x), 
0 
~={(x,u,z);xEK,Odu6z(x,t),z~t-~_’(X,U)}, 
10, B) = rl(Tt n B x CO, 00) x CO, ~0)) 
(2.1) 
such that I, + I in the weak topology of DA/( [0, 00)). 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on a generalization of Glivenko-Cantelli 
theorem given by Stute (1976). Denote I^,(t, B) = q(&n B x [0, co)). 
Lemma 2.2. For any 6 > 0, T > 0, B a rectangle with rational endpoints, we have that 
supt c T Il,,(t, B) - r^.(t, B)I -+ 0, in probability as n + a3. 
Proof. For any function f: K x [0, co) -+ [0, co) and t 3 0 denote I”(l) = {(x, u, z); 
XEK, u <f(x,t), z> t -f-‘(x,u)} where f-‘(x,u) =inf{s; f(x,s) = u}. For any 
given 6, let M be such that sup, P(N,(K x [0, co) x [0, 00)) > M) d 6. Let Y be the 
collection of functions f :K x [0, 00) + [0, 00) such that f is continuous, 
I3f (x, t)/axl < TM1 M, for all t 6 T and f (x, .) is monotonically decreasing for each 
x, then P{z, E S} > 1 - 6. Define 
k&t, B) = SUP SUP IWWnV”cr~nB x CO, ~0) x CO, ~1) 
fEf t<T 
- ulVfctJnB x CO, 00) x CO, ~))I, 
it is enough to prove that kY(n, B) -+ 0 as n -+ 00 for each rectangle B with rational 
endpoints, since 
P 1 N,,(J&nB x [O, 00)‘) - q(rrattjn B x [0, CD)*) 
< P{z,,$~} + P(k.,(n, B) > 8). 
If we define WB = collection of sets of the form rfctJ n B x [0, CD)~, for some f E 4 
and t < T, it is sufficient to prove that 
sup L N,(A) - q(A) -to as n-+03. (2.2) 
AsMB n 
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Let vi and vz denote the atomic and non-atomic parts of v, respectively and let 
{5i,&, . ..> be th e set of atoms of v. Let 9 denote the class of all real or extended real 
intervals with rational endpoints. Put 3 = 3 u (t,, c2, . . .} and let do be the count- 
able subfield of g(Iwd x [0, co)‘) generated by the SetS Al x ... x Ad x Ad+ 1 x &+ 2 
with AiE,Y, l<i<d+l and Ad+2 E 2. Define =,@(a do) = ((4; 
lim, ,ua(Ao) = q(Ao) for all A0 E do). Since, (l/n)N,,(Ao) -+ q(A,) a.s., then 
(l/n)Nn(Ao) -+ q(Ao) as. for all A, E d,,, that is (l/n)N, E ~?(a do). Let J7(d0) be the 
class of all finite partitions of K x [0, co) x [0, co) into dQ-sets. By Stute (1976), in 
order to prove (2.2) it is enough to prove that Vs is a uniformity class with respect to 
&!‘(v], do). That is, for every E > 0 there exists a finite partition rr E ZI(&‘,) such that 
supcEI, v(U 71~) d a, where 7cc = (A, ~n;AOnC#~andA,nCc#~).Inourcase,in 
order to show that VB is a uniformity class with respect to J&‘(v, do), by Lemma 3.1 of 
Stute (1976), it is enough to show that +ZB is a uniformity class with respect to 
Jz(&,&), I= 1,2 )... and .M(t12, do), where ye: = md x e x ~({&)dt,,~ and 
q2 =mdxexv2. 
(1) %TB is a uniformity class with respect to k’(q:, do). Find a partition {Ai)!= 1 of 
K into rectangles with rational endpoints such that the Lebesgue measure of the 
diagonal ,<(&/(C + 1)). Let a E Q be such that e-” d (.s/(v((lif) + 1)) and find pair- 
wise disjoint intervals Bj E 2, j = 1, . . , J such that e(Bj) 6 (E/(v( {Sl}) + 1)) (put 
B,+, =[~,co)). Put ~={AiXBjXCr,), 1 ~<iZ, I ~j,<J+ I)u~Kx[O,~~)X 
{Sl>“>, n E flWo) and sUpAEc6, vf0-j ZA) 6 6. 
(2) gB is a uniformity class with respect to A!(q,, do). First observe that if we fix 
A E VB, then there exists t < T, f~ 4 such that A = {(x, u, z); x E B, u Gf(x, t), 
2 3 t -f-‘ix, u)} . If we let A” = (( x, U, z); x E B, z d t, u d f (x, t - z)> then zrA = 7~2. 
Therefore, if we define 4, as the collection of sets of the form ((x, u, z); x E B, z < t, 
u <f(x, t - z)> it is enough to prove that 0, is a uniformity class with respect to 
d(y2, ~2~). First, construct a finite partition {Ai}f= 1 of K into rectangles with 
rational endpoints such that the Lebesgue measure of the diagonal GE. Second, find 
pairwise disjoint intervals CI E f such that v2(C,) < E and Uf= 1 Cl = [0, T]. Next, let 
a E Q be such that e-” d (E/((md(K) + e)(T + F)(C + 1)) and find pairwise disjoint 
intervals Bj E 2, j = 1, . . . , J such that e(Bj) < (c/((md(K) + E)(T + E)(C + 1)) (put 
B,+,=[u,~)). Put n=(AiXBjXCI; 1 <ii,<I, 1 <j,<J+l, 1 <~<L}u{A~x 
Bj x [T, CO); 1 6 i < I, 1 <j < J + l} then rc E ZI(&e) and supAEeB yz(l,, zA) < E. 0 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.1. With probability at least 1 - 6 we have 
that z,,(x, t) is equicontinuous in x and t. Considering {z”(t), t 2 0} as a process in 
Cc(,,[O, T] (C(K) is the collection of continuous functions on K), we have that the 
sequence {zn} is relatively compact, that is, there exists a subsequence r,, which is 
convergent; let r be the process such that r,, *z. Then, &,) -+ Z&) and define the 
process 1(t) as 1(t, B) = q(l”(,)n B x [0, 00) x [0, co)). 
Let (4!, 1 IT) be the space of Radon measures on Iwd with the total variation norm, 
and consider { I^n,) as a sequence of processes in DK [0, T]. We claim that the sequence 
{r^,,} is relatively compact. 
(a) We have P[lc,(t)lT d m”(K)] = P[I,,(K, t) < md(K)] < P[q(K x CO, co)‘) < 
md(K)] = 1 for all k. If B, c K are such that B, ~0, then f”,(B,, t) d q(Bm x 
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[0, ~01~) --) 0 uniformly in n since md(B,) -+ 0. Letting X, = (p E A; 1~)~ 6 md(K), 
,U is uniformly countably additive), by Theorem IV.9.1 in Dunford and Schwarz (1957) 
X, is compact and P[fn, E XJ = 1. 
(b) Moreover, E[If”,(t + h) - f”,(t)ITIfn,(t) - &,(t - h)lT] 6 md(K)2h2(md(K)2 + 
(l/n,)md(K)) < Ch2 for some C > 0. Therefore, fn, *I where I has to satisfy (2.1). 
By Lemma 2.2, suptc TIZnc(t, B) - fn,(t, B)I -+ 0, in probability as k + D.Z for all 
B E g(K), then ) i 4(y)l,,(t, dy) - j $~(y)l(t, dy)l * 0 as k + W. In this case, we have 
I,,, * I in the weak topology of qA/( [0, co)). Note that every subsequence of I, has 
a further subsequence which converges to the same limit, consequently the sequence 
I, converges to I. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Note that the proof above does not assume that the processes N,, are defined in the 
same probability space. However, if this is the case, since the limit I is deterministic, 
convergence in distribution is equivalent to convergence in probability. 
3. Central limit theorem 
Let V, be the process defined by JJ,(t, B) = &(Z,(t, B) - Z(t, B)). We would like to 
prove that there is a Gaussian process I/ such that V, converges weakly to I/ in the 
sense of Schwarz distributions. The convergence for Gaussian processes can be 
obtained using the convergence results for predictable sets given by Kurtz (1983). 
However, the sets &) defined by (1.1) are not predictable. Fortunately, we can 
characterize the epidemic processes I, as projections of other Poisson random 
measures in such a way that the sets of interest are predictable. 
Theorem 3.1 (Characterization). Let I, be the solution ofthe time change system (1.1). 
Then there exists a version I”, of I, a Poisson process M, on K x [0, ~0)~ with mean 
measure ;inmd x m x m x v such that 
I”,(t, B) = M,(T, A B x [0, OO)~), 
r, = {(x, s, Y, 4; x E K, s d t, y < y(x, s, I”,,, z > t - s}, 
where y(x, s, r,,) = z(x, r,,(s))exp(-Sicr(x, r”(u))du). 
Proof. For simplicity, we drop the index n in the proof. Consider the process 
B,: 29(K x [0, co)) + [0, a) given by &(A x B) = N( { (x, y, z); x E A, y d z(x, t), 
z E BJ ). The process 
M((f, t)) = N(dx, dy, dz) + e-S’“~“v(B)dx 
is a martingale with respect to {Fcf,l, >, and applying the optional stopping theorem 
(Kurtz, 1980) we have that &(A x B) - I,(1 - e -““,“)v(B) dx is a martingale with 
respect to {&(l),r) >. 
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For every x E fl,,, where m,, is the A-Poisson process formed by the locations of the 
individuals in the population, define b(x) = inf{ t; B,( {x> x [0, co)) = l} = inf 
{t; Z(t, {x}) = l}. We can write 
f 
Z(t, A) = 
Iss 
m 
B(ds, dx, dz), 
0 A f--S 
where B([O, t] x A x B) = B,(A x B). By Theorem 2.7 of Garcia (1994) there exists 
a Poisson random measure Y with mean measure Am” x m x v such that B,(A x B) = 
Y(& n A x [0, 00)‘) where /1; = {(x, y, z); x E K, y < si a(x, Z(s))exp si a(x, Z(u)) du ds, 
z E [0, a)}. Therefore, B, is a pure birth process which is the solution of the corres- 
ponding martingale problem described in Section 3.2 (Garcia, 1994)). 
Let A4 be a Poisson random measure on Rd x [0, ~0)~ with mean measure 
imdxmxmxv and let B,(AxB)=M(A,~TAx[O,~)X[O,CYJ)XB) where 
A = {(x, s, Y, z); x E K, s d t, Y < Y(X, s - T)> ZE B} and I”@, A) = 
si 1, s,“_, &ds, dx, dz) and fi( [0, t] x A x B) = &(A x B). Therefore A, is a stopping set 
with respect to {FD) (pD = a(M(D’); D’ c O)), and we have that 
is a martingale with respect to {&JIa o. If we take y(x, s, I”) = (x(x, I”(s)) 
exp( -sl CI(X, r(n)) du) the process Zj is the solution of the martingale problem corres- 
ponding to the same generator as that of the process B. By the uniqueness of the 
solution to the martingale problem (Ethier and Kurtz, 1986)), it follows that B is 
a version of B, that is, Z? and B have the same finite dimensional distributions. 0 
3.1. Estimates for predictable sets 
For n = 1,2, . . . let N,, be 
nn=Anmdxmxmxvanddehne 
W,, = n-“2(Nn - nq). 
a Poisson random measure with intensity 
(3.1) 
Define yi”, = a(N(A): A E 9, A c K x [0, u]). We define the a-algebra of predict- 
able sets as 9’” c 9 x &?(K x [0, co)) the a-algebra generated by 9: = {H x A x (a, GO): 
HE%;, A~&?(K),u3O}u{QxAx[O,ac,): A@(K)). 
Lemma 3.2. The sets 
A,(t) = {(x, s, z, y): x E K, s d t, z < y(x, s, Z,), y d t - sJ, 
B,,(t)={(x,s,z,y):~~K,s<t,zd~(~,~-,I,)), 
where y(x, t, I,) = a(x, Z,,(t)) exp (-1: CC(X, Z,(u)) da), are predictable. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Proof. Let Bf;“(t)={(x,s,z,y); XEK, sdmP’, ~~~l-~}u~~~~~{(x,s,z,y); XEK, 
k/m < s d (k + 1)/m, z d y(x, k/m, f,,) + I- ’ } then B:“(t) + B,,(t) a.s. as I, m + cc and 
y(x, u -, f,,) is (2: )-measurable. 
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Let A:“(t) = {(x, s, z,y); x E K, s <m-l, z d 1-‘, y d t}u uL!J”, {(x, s, z,y); x E K, 
k/m < s < (k + 1)/m, z < y(x, k/m, fl) + l-l, y < t - k/m} then A:“(t) --$ A,(t) as. as 
1, m + co and y(x, u -, fl) is {X:)-measurable. [7 
Note that the definition of a predictable set is not related to the finiteness of the 
measure q. Let r be predictable, if N,(T(t)) = co we can work with t A z,, where 
z,, = inf{t; N,(T(t)) = C*n} (C* > 1). The following lemmas are enunciated and 
proved for A,(t), but they are also true for B,(t) after making the obvious modifica- 
tions. 
Lemma 3.3. Fix II, let ql(A) = E[q(Af nA x [0, w)“)]. Then 
Nj,(jp(4 -x)W,(A:ndx~[IO,oo)~))~d41 =j,&+t -x)2v~W)d5. 
Proof. We have that W,(A:n. x [0, ~0)~) is a Radon signed-measure and 
E[W,,(A: nA x [0, w)~)] = 0 for all A by Lemma 4.1 of Kurtz (1983). By Lemma 4.2 
ofKurtz(1983)E[W,(A:nA~[O,co)~)W,(A:nBx[O,co)~)] =E[W,,(A:n(AnB)x 
[0, m)“)] = q(A n B), and the result follows. 0 
Lemma 3.4. There exists a constanr C > 0 such that q((A:+,,\A:)) < Ch. 
Proof, Let y be a bounded function, i.e. there exists L such that y(x, s, n) < L for all 
x, s, n. Then, v((A:+,,\A:)) d 3Lmd(K)h = Ch. If y is unbounded we work with t A z,,, 
where z, = inf{t; NJ&(t)) = C *n and C* is such that limz, = co as n + c;o. In } 
this case, I,(s) < C” for all s < z, and ~((Ak+,,),,,~\A:,,,J] < 3C* sup,p(x)md(K) 
h = Ch. ??
Lemma 3.5. For fixed n, t and h, for any test function 4, there exists C, > 0 such that 
EC(S,~(x)W,((A:+,\A:)ndxx CO, ~)3))2(jK4(x)W,((4’\&h)ndx x CO, m)3))2 < 
C,h3’2. 
Proof. Let Ml(B) = W,,((A:+,\A:)nB x [0, ~0)~) and M,(B) = W,,((A:\Af_,,)nB x 
[0, ~0)~). By Lemma 4.2 of Kurtz (1983), Lemma 3.4 and the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality, 
< Chm(B1 n B2)(6Chm(Al n AZ) + JChm(Al n A2)) 
+ Chm(Al n A2)(6Chm(B1 n B2) + JChm(B, n B,)) 
+ C2h2m(A1 nA2)m(B1 nB2). 
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Noting that EC(J, $(~)MI (dx))2(j, 4(4M&4)21 = SK2 W)24(y)2vddx dy) 
where v&4 x C) = p4(A x A x C x C) we have, 
s ~‘(44’(yh(dx x dy) K2 
6 (sup @(X))2/ld(K x K x K x K) 
G (SUP +2(X))2 [2Ch~1(K)(6Chkf(K) + Jchmo) + C2h2m(Zq2]. 
3.2 Central limit theorem 
Theorem 3.6. Let p : R” + R + uniformly continuous and a(x, p) = 1, p(x - y),u(dy). 
Let N,, be a Poisson process with mean measure ng = n2md x m x m x v. Consider the 
density process I,,(t) and its deterministic limit I obtained as 
I&, B) = ; N,(Z': n B x [0, CO)~), 
z-y = {(x, s, z, y); x E K, s d t, 2 < y(x, s--, I,), y > t - S}) 
Z(t, B) = r(T,nB x co, a13), 
Tt=((x,s,z,y);xEK,s,<t,z~y(X,S-,Z),y>t-S), (3.4) 
where y(x, t, I) = a(x, Z(t))exp(-Jh X(X, Z(s))(ds). Let V,,(t, B) = &(Z,(t, B) - 
Z(t, B)). Then, there is a Gaussian process V(t, B) such that V, converges to V in the 
sense of Schwarz distributions in the Skorohod topology, where V satisfies: 
s 4 (-4 J’k dx) 
= $(x)W(&ndx x [0, ~0)~) 
+ s s 4(x) 1 P(X - Y) V(s-t dy) 
p(x - z)Z(u, dz)du v((t - s, CO)) 
x (P(X - y)V(s-> dy) + P(X - y)z(s-_, dy) s 
s 
X ss p(x - y) V(u, dy)du ds dx. 0 (3.5) 
for any test function q5 (’ ji ‘t 1 df zn m e y 1 erentiable functions on Rd with compact support) 
and W is a Gaussian process indexed by &9(Rd) with covariance E[W(A)W(B)] = 
rl(A n B). 
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In order to prove Theorem 3.6, let us introduce some notation and partial results. 
Note that 
V,(t, B) = IV,(r: n B x [O,OO)~) + J;;(q(rF n B x [0, ~0)~) - q(c n B x [0, ~0)~)). 
(3.6) 
For fixed 4, define G,(& t) = j ~(5 - x) I’,,(t, dx). Then by (3.6) G, satisfies 
GA& t) = F:(5, r) - F,A(5, r) + 45, r) 
p(x - z)Z(u, dz)du v((t - s, co)) 
x {GAx, s-) + lp(x - y)l(s-, dy) 1; G,(x, n)dU)dsdx. (3.7) 
where 
Ff(5, r) = 
s 
P(< - x) W,(BYndx x [0, 00)~) 
Ff(& t) = 
s 
~(5 - x) W,,(&'ndx x [0, ~0)~) 




Un(& 4 = P(X - Y)~(s-> dy) 
X 
exp(-I:l p(x - z)l,(u, dz)du) - exp(-ji! p(x - z)l(u, dz)du) 
1;s ,4x - z)(~,(u, d4 - I(u, dz))du 1 
- P(X - yU(s-, cl.4 exp s P(X - y)Z(u, W du (3.11) 
and A: and Br are given by (3.2) and (3.3) respectively. The idea of the proof is to show 
that (F;f, F:) converges weakly to some Gaussian process, E, converges to zero and 
that the weak limit of G, satisfies some functional equation. Note that in the non- 
spatial case studied by Kurtz (1983), the central limit theorem is a consequence of the 
law of large numbers and the continuous mapping theorem once the estimates for 
predictable sets are found. While these estimates are used in this paper as well, in the 
spatial setting, an analysis of the stochastic equation is necessary to find the limit. Let 
FB(5, t) = s ~(5 - x)W(B,ndx x CO, coJ3), (3.12) 
FA(5, t) = 
s 
p(< - x)W(A,ndx x [0, ~0)~) (3.13) 
where A, = {(x, s, z, y): x E K, s < t, z d ~(x, s--, I), y d t - s} and B, = {(x, s, z, y): 
x E K, s < t, z < y(x, s--, I)}. 
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Lemma 3.7. (Ff, F,A) * (FB, FA) in the Skorohod topology of&2& [0, co)). 
Proof. Let p = sup,p(x) and note that q(A:nA ~[O,co)~) = IziAJt y(x,s -,IJx 
v([O, t- s])dzds dx, then there exists L such that q(A:nA x [O, CXJ)~) d ;Imd(A)tL. 
Therefore, for Ilfl/i =j,f2([)d& by Lemma 3.3 we have max{E[IIFi(t)I(:], 
E[ I( F:(t) l/i]} < Ap2md(K)2tL. This means that the processes F;f(t A r,) and Ff(t A z,) 
are processes in DLzCKj([O, co)) and it is straightforward to prove that the sequences are 
relatively compact in the Skorohod topology. Since q(A: A A,) + 0 as n -+ cc and 
q(B: A B,) + 0 as n + co and by Lemma 3.3 E[( IV,(&) - W,,(A,))2] = E[q(A: A A,)] 
and EC(K(B:) - K(Bt))21 = EC’IP: A&)1, we have the convergence of the finite 
dimensional distributions. 0 
Lemma 3.8. Let G, be dejined by (3.7) and let P : DLzcKl [0, 00) + DLqKJ [0, co) be defined 
by 
then, there exists G E DLzcKj[O, co) satisfying 
G(5, t) = FB(5, t) - FA(5, t) + PG(& t) 
such that G, =z. G. 
Proof. BY (3.7) IIG,@)ll: d 4ClI~~(t)II~ + lIFf@II: + IIE,(t)ll~ + ~,(f’G,(I”, t))‘W. 
Therefore, 
d 4 2p %n(fqtL + p%n(K) [ 
t 
SJ [ E G,(x,s-) 
+ jp(x - y)l(s-, dy) j; ,1:.,,.1;dsdx 
+4G*D’m(K)j.~;E[([;G.(x,u)du”)]dsdx. 
By Gronwall’s inequality E[l, Gi(& s)dt] is bounded on bounded intervals. In 
particular, this implies that F, =z- 0. 
In order to prove G, - G, let P be defined by (3.14). Fix T 3 0 for any G1 and 
G2 E D,zo,( [0, co)) we have for all t d T, (PG,(l, t) - PG2(5, t))2 < Ctd2(G,, G2) 
where d2(G1, G2) = sups G TJK (G, (x, s) - G,(x, s))~ dx. By induction, it can be shown 
that (P”G,(<, t) - P”G,(5, t))2 d (m(K))“- ‘Cm(tm/m!)d2(G1, G,) for t < T. There- 
fore, P” is a contraction on DLzCKj([O, T]) for sufficiently large m. Moreover, the 
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topology corresponding to d is stronger than the Skorohod topology and 
DLzcKJ [0, T], d) is complete. Since Ff - Fi * FE - FA and E, - 0, then, for all T > 0 
there exists G E DLz[O, T] such that G, * G where G satisfies (3.15). 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. According to Mitoma (1983) it is enough to prove the 
convergence for the real-valued processes 
s 4(x)K(.,dx)* 4(4V(.,dx) s (3.16) 
for all test functions 4. Define X:(t) = j 4(x)W,,(A:ndx x [0, w)~) and 
Xl(t) = J 4(x) W,(B: ndx x [0, 00)~). Then, 
s dWI/n@, d-4 = Xfl(t) - X;;‘(t) + E&) 
p(x - z)Z(u, dz)du 
P(X - Y)~,(s-_, dy) 
x 1; G,(x, u)duj dsdx, 
where E,(L) = jf’, 4(x)JiG,(x, U)duv((t - s, cc))U,,(x, s)dsdx and U, is given 
by (3.11). 
This parallels what was done earlier to prove that (X!(t), Xl(t)) is relatively 
compact in DL~(KjxDL1(KJIO, 00)) and that their finite dimensional distribution con- 
verges to the right limit. Also, G, * G by Lemma 3.8 and E => 0 by the same argument 
used before. Therefore, V, * 1/ in the sense of Schwarz distributions, where I/ satisfies 
(3.5). El 
4. Application to phytopathology 
Consider the focus expansion experiment described in Section 1. Van den Bosch et al. 
(1988b) describe the infection rate in terms of a contact distribution p, that is, the law 
of the process is known except for a parameter /I which influences the rate of infection 
through the relation: 
4x, 4 = s P(KIx - YOMy). (4.1) 
Suppose we observe the process at time t > 0. If we use as a measure of incidence 
B,(t, R,), the number of individuals infected up to time t in the circle R, of radius 
s around the focus point p (without loss of generality we can consider p = 0), then by 
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Theorem 2.1 we can use the deterministic models to help in the fitting of the process. 
We know that 
Y,(s) = B,(t, R,) -+ 1,“(1 -exp(-jIz(x,I(u))dil))dx- Y(s) (4.2) 
a.s., as n + co, for all s. Noting that 
p(pj(scos0, ssinU) - y))Z(u,dy)dy 
> 
de (4.3) 
we can see that the parameter p is a measure of the steepness of the gradient, and we 
could apply the results obtained in previous sections in order to estimate it and find 
asymptotic distributional properties of the estimator. Moreover, Eq. (4.3) provides an 
expression for the gradient of the spread of the disease unknown to the phytopathol- 
ogists, which is useful in comparing gradients. The method of estimation of para- 
meters differs for different types of available data. 
Complete observation: The process is observed continuously up to time t, the 
data consists of {Z,,(s, A), B,(s, A), A E g(K), s d t), where I,(t) is the density process 
of infected individuals and B,(t) is the density process of individuals infected 
up to time t. We can estimate p by the martingale method, that is, we choose /& such 
that 
Theorem 4.1. If p is one-to-one and monotone, then \n is consistent. That is, jn -+ p in 
probability as n ---t co. 
Proof. If we denote J,(B) = lKexp C-j’, 1 p(Blx - yl)J,(s, dy)ds) dx and 
f(P) = JKexp (-lb Sp(/?lx - yj)Z(s, dy)ds) dx, we know by Theorem 2.1 that 
fn(/?“) -f(B)-+0 and fn(fi)+O in probability as n -+KI. Since p(/Ix) decreases as 
/I increases we have fstrictly monotonically increasing, and by Dini’s theorem fn -f 
uniformly in compact sets. Moreover, since Z,(t, B) converges to I(t, B) for all 
rectangles B with rational endpoints, then it is bounded by some constant and 
fn(p) + 1 uniformly as /I --f co, thenf,(fi,) -f(a”) + 0 in probability as n -+ co. There- 
fore, II f(h -“Iv) II G II f(h) -fn(BJ +fn(lin, -f(P) II -+ 0. Consequently, 
f(8n) -f(p) -+ 0 in probability as n -+ CO. Since fis strictly increasing (p is monotone 
and one-to-one) we have B,, + b as n -+ CO. 0 
Let 
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’ o-1 - -S(sS lx - YIP'UAX - yl)l(s, dy)ds K 0 
(4.5) 
Theorem 4.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, /?,, is asymptotically normally 
distributed, that is, &(j?, - p) *aM where M is a Gaussian process with 
Var(M(t)) = B(t, K). 
Proof. Let {M,(t)} be the following {Ff}-martingale: 
M&)=jK(l -exp(-j~jp(~.Ix-ul)l.(s.dr)dr))dx 
- jK(l-eW(-j; jp(Plx-yl)I.(s.dy)ds))dx 
x (Pn - B) s K 
exp(-l’,.fp(Plx -~l)~~(s,d~)ds) -exp(-.&~~&Ix -~l)~.(s,dy)ds)~x, 




K /r, - P 
g-l, 
and (a) lim,,, ECsup,,,IM,(t) - JW-Ill = 0; 04 C&MA = nC&d.,K)l, = 
n(l/n2)B,(t, K) -+ B(t, K) where B(t, K) is defined by (4.4), the result follows from the 
central limit theorem for martingales (Ethier and Kurtz, Theorem 7.1.4, p. 339, 1986). 
Partial observation: Sometimes, it is not possible to observe the evolution of the 
process up to time t. The available data can be the initial state of the process {Z&(0, A), 
A E B(K)}, the time t elapsed since the beginning of the process and the current 
configuration {Z,(t, A), Z?,(t, A), A E B(K)). In this case, by using the convergence of 
the process I,, to a deterministic process I, (the limit process depends on the para- 
meter), we can choose the estimator ,!?” to satisfy: 
k(t-.,_h(I -exp(-jI]p(/nlx-yl)Z&.dy)ds))dx=O. 
Theorem 4.3. Under the same conditions as for Theorem 4.1, the estimator 1, is 
consistent and asymptotically normal. 
Proof. The proof of consistency is exactly the same as for Theorem 4.1. However, as 
noted before, the process Z@(t) depends on the values of fl and the asymptotic 
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normality of the estimates is not a direct result as before. We drop the subscript ,8 from 
the process I. By analogy with Theorem 4.2, we have 




K bn - B 
and JnM, =z- M where M is a Gaussian process with variance Var(M(t)) = B(t, K). 
Moreover, (3.4) defines an integral equation for I and we can find an integral equation 
forexp(-.l”iJp(Blx -Yl)l(s,dy)ds). 0 
While the practical difficulties of applying these results to a real experiment are not 
to be underestimated, it is promising to have distributional results available for 
inference purposes. 
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